


 "I did not, when a slave, understand the deep meaning 
of those rude and apparently incoherent songs. I was 
myself within the circle; so that I neither saw nor heard 
as those without might see and hear. They told a tale of 
woe which was then altogether beyond my feeble 
comprehension; they were tones loud, long and deep; 
they breathed the prayer and complaint of souls boiling 
over with the bitterest anguish. Every tone was a 
testimony against Slavery, and a prayer to God for 
deliverance from chains. The hearing of those wild notes 
always depressed my spirit, and filled me with ineffable 
sadness. I have frequently found myself in tears while 
hearing them. The mere recurrence to those songs, even 
now, afflicts me; and while I am writing these lines, an 
expression of feeling has already found its way down my 
cheek. To those songs, I trace my first glimmering 
conception of the dehumanizing character of Slavery. I 
can never get rid of that conception. Those songs still 
follow me, to deepen my hatred of Slavery, and quicken 
my sympathies for my brethren in bonds.” 
 
"I have often been utterly astonished, since I came to 
the North, to find persons who could speak of the 
singing among slaves as evidence of their contentment 
and happiness. It is impossible to conceive of a greater 
mistake. Slaves sing most when they are most unhappy. 
The songs of the slave represent the sorrows of his 
heart; and he is relieved by them, only as an aching heart 
is relieved by its tears. At least, such is my experience. I 
have often sung to drown my sorrow, but seldom to 
express my happiness. Crying for joy, and singing for joy 
were alike uncommon to me while in the jaws of 
Slavery. The singing of a man cast away upon a desolate 
island might be as appropriately considered as evidence 
of contentment and happiness, as the singing of a slave; 
the songs of the one and of the other are prompted by 
the same emotion." 
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 INTRODUCTION 
 The Negro Spirituals are different from hymns and psalms.  
We may approach singing them today the same way that we 
approach the singing of hymns and other genres of music - but they 
started out as songs which intentionally served dual purposes. To an 
outsider, these songs seemed to be just expressions of otherworldly 
joy; expressions of sorrow about the harshness of life; and, 
expressions of hope and faith in a better life in the promised new 
heaven when this life was done.  But, to those who sang, these 
ingenious songs were, as Douglass says, “testimony against slavery, 
and a prayer to God for deliverance from chains”. Under the 
constant watchful eyes and ears of the plantation overseers, these 
songs served as coded communication so that the enslaved could 
sing to God and communicate with each other.  For instance - 
consider a familiar song like “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot”:   

WORDS LITERAL MEANING CODED MEANING 

Swing Low Come down Come into slaveholding 
states 

Sweet chariot Heavenly vehicle The underground 
railroad 

Coming for to carry me 
home 

Taking me to heaven Taking me to  freedom 
in Canada or northern 
states 

I looked over Jordan and 
what did I see? 

I looked over Jordan and 
what did I see? 

I looked over the 
Mississippi or Ohio 
River and what did I 
see? 

A band of angels coming 
after me. 

A group of angels 
coming to escort me to 
heaven. 

Conductors, workers on 
the underground 
railroad. 

If you get there before I 
do; tell all my friends I’m 
coming, too. 

If you die before I do, 
tell my friends in 
heaving I’m coming, 
too., 

If I have friends/family 
who have also escaped 
to freedom, tell them 
I’m coming. 

I’m sometimes up and 
sometimes down. 

Sometimes I have good 
days, sometimes I have 
bad days. 

Today may not be the 
day to escape because 
of uncertainties 

But still my soul feels 
heaven bound 

But still my soul feels 
heaven bound 

But I am resolved - I 
know I will soon 
escape slavery to 
freedom. 



 
 It was the intention of slaveholders to use the Christian faith 
to “domesticate and neutralize” slaves.  In fact, army surgeon and 
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania Medical School Samuel 
A. Cartwright (1793- 1863) depended heavily on Christian scripture 
to justify slavery and promote his “diagnosis” that for the enslaved 
African to even want to escape servitude meant that the enslaved 
was “mentally ill”.  He defined this as a mental illness that only 
afflicted enslaved Africans and termed it “drapetomia”. The cure he 
recommended was simple: 
  

 Keep the enslaved in a submissive state and treat them 
like children;  

 If they run away, beat them quickly and publicly; and; 
 To prevent drapetomia or the desire to be free, give to 

the enslaved the master’s version of Christianity.  
 
 Though these theories were dismissed in some places of the 
country, they were wholeheartedly accepted and embraced in many 
parts of the United States.  The American church, with few 
exceptions, gave legitimacy to these theories of black inferiority 
through its theology and biblical interpretations.  And - these 
biblical interpretations gave legislators the cover they needed to 
justify the creation of social and economic policies and laws to 
strengthen the system of slavery even further. 
 
 That the enslaved, then, would be able to use the very thing 
that was intended to seal their servitude - the bible - as inspiration 
and fuel for their fight for freedom is a powerful testament to God 
Almighty whose character is liberation. 
 
 There are hundreds of Negro Spirituals.  Some are more 
familiar to us than others. Many spirituals employ different tunes 
even if they use the same verses repeatedly.  The spirituals in this 
handbook are true songs of our people, created in community and 
passed on and passed down for our liberation, too.  They are not 
evidence of “happy and contented” people who accepted their 
enslavement. They are the tools that were used to survive the chains 
and resist the dehumanizing power of the empire.  They are the 
timeless fruit of the efforts of our ancestors to get to Canaan, to be 
free.  



 
During this season of Lent, we encourage you to read the 
meditations written by fellow Concorders each day.  Set aside each  
Wednesday to sing the songs of our ancestors. As you approach 
these songs consider the following: 
 

 What does this song seem to be saying? 
 What words in the song do you think had possible dual 

meanings?  
 Where do you imagine this song being sung? Under what 

circumstances?  
 If you could write a poem or song of hope, or sorrow, or 

joy, or resistance or determination to communicate the 
current circumstances of our people, what words would 
you use?  

 

 



Spirituals 

1.  If  You Want to See Jesus, Go in the Wilderness 
2.  This is a Sin-Trying World 
3.  Lord, Until I Reach My Home 
4.  Down By the River 
5.  Down By the Riverside 
6.  Daniel Saw the Stone 
7.  I’m Going to Do All I Can 
8.  Get On Board Little Children 
9.  Run, Mary, Run 
10.  My Lord’s Gonna Move This Wicked Race 
11.  Give Me Your Hand 
12.  I Want To Be Ready 
13.  De Old Sheep Done Know De Road 
14.  All The Way 
15.  I’m A Rolling 
16.  I’m Gonna Live So God Can Use Me 
17.  Going to Shout All Over God’s Heaven 
18.  Every Time I Feel The Spirit 
19.  Oh, Freedom 
20.  Let the Heaven Light Shine On Me 
21.  My Way’s Cloudy 
22.  I Don’t Feel No-Ways Tired 
23.  Stay In The Field 
24.  I Know I Would Like To Read 
25.  My Soul Wants Something That’s New 
26.  Many A Thousand Gone 
27.  In Bright Mansions Above 
 
 

The melodies in this handbook were published between  
1867 and 1920 and are considered to be in the public domain. 
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Verse 3 
Nicodemus, he desired to know (3x) 
Nicodemus, he desired to know—how can a man be born when he is old? 
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